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PREFACE 
The ies~arch which is the subject of this report was conducted to su~port the 
Foreign Commodity Production Forecasting project of the Agriculture and 
Resources Inventory Surveys Through Aerospace Remote Sensing program. Under 
Contract HAS 9-15800, personnel of Lockheed Engineering and Management 
Services Company, Inc., completed this WOt'k for the Earth Observations 
Division, Space and Life Sciences Directorate, National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
'~e Agriculture and Resources Inventory Surveys Through Aerospace Remote 
Sensing (AgRISTARS) program is an ongoing effort within the Earth Observations 
Division (EOD) at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC). The objective of the AgRISTARS program 
is to expand the technical knowledge and capabilities acquired during the 
Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) to include crops other than 
wheat. 
This document describes the indicator regions and the methods of identifying 
the indicator regions for barley, barley and spring wheat, and barley and 
winter wheat in the U.S.S.R. The data obtained in this investigation will be 
used in support of the AgRISTARS 1981 exploratory and 1982 pilot experiments 
at NASA/JSC. 
1.1 INDICATOR REGIONS 
A part of the experiment des;gn for the AgRISTARS program requires the identi-
fication of foreign areas of interest for exploratory experiments and pilot 
tests. Full foreign country estimates are not within the scope of the experi-
ment objectives; therefore, indicator regions that are representative of 
important agronomic conditions are needed at subcountry levels. 
The conditions are: 
a. Areas of high production for crops of interest 
b. Representative crop varieties and cropping practices encountered through-
out the country 
c. Agronomic trends affecting national production 
1.2 COUNTRY, CROPS OF INTEREST, AND AgRISTARS EXPERIMENTS SUPPORT 
U.S.S.R. indicator regions for barley have been selected in support of the 
AgRISTARS Foreign Commodity Production Forecasting (FCPF) 1981 exploratory 
1-1 
and 1982 pilot experiments. Selections were based on high-barley and wheat 
producing regions as detennined from ava1lable U.S.S.R. crop statistics and 
retrospective LAtIE Phase II (1976) and Phase III (1977) data. 
Character1stics that inf1uenced the final selections for each potential 1ndi-
cator region are detailed in this report. The ava1lable crop statistics, 
crop calendars, Landsat acquis1tions, and ancillary data, as ~jor var1ables~ 
are described. ~otential 1nd1cator reg10ns were reviewed according to 
agrophysical cond1t10ns that could 1nflue~p. labeling and classification 
accuracies. These conditions were 1dentif1ed 1n connection w1th regions that 
contain high proportions of barley, barley and winter wheat. and barley and 
spr1ng wheat. 
1.3 CROP STATISTICS (PRODUCTION, AREA, AND Yt~LD) 
1.3.1 METHODS OF REPORTING 
Crop statistics (production, area, and yield) are reported for the U.S.S.R. at 
four administrative levels: national, Soviet Socialist Republic (SSR), eco-
nomic region, and oblast [Kray and autonomous SSR (ASSR) are included at this 
level]. At these four levels, crop statistics are available from two primary 
sources: official Soviet releases and unclassified U.S. Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) data. A conflict exists between the area crop statistics 
reported by the U.S.S.R. and the a~ailable CIA data. 
Since 1958, crop statistics for the U.S.S.R. are available as follows: 
a. Production: thousands of metric tons 
b. Area: thousands of hectares 
c. Yield: centners per hectare1 
150m! publications report quintals per hectare, a unit of measurement which is 
identical to centners per hectare. 
1-2 
U.S.S.R. analysts from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) state that 
crop area is reported in three phases: fall planted, spring standing, and 
summer harvested. 
Available Soviet crop area statistics are translated as sown area, whereas CIA 
crop area statistics are given as harvested area. However, comparisons of CIA 
and Soviet area figures at national and regional levels reveal the data to be 
identical. It is speculated that the area figures that are referred to as 
spring standing wuuld be sown area for spring and summer crops and, essenti-
ally, harvested area for winter crops (those remaining after w1nterkill). 
Yield is derived from production and area data. 
1.3.2 AVAILABILITY OF CROP STATISTICS 
Complete crop statistics at the oblast level are available only on an inter-
mittent basis, particularly for the years since 1975.2 (Oblast-level crop 
statistics will be required by Accuracy Asses$mtnt personnel for evaluating 
potential indicator region experiments.) 
Statistics at the republic and regional levels for sown area through 1978 are 
available from official Soviet sources. U.S.S.R. published crop area statis-
tics for 1976 and 1977 were used flr dete~ining barley and wheat proportions 
throughout the U.S.S.R. Recent harvested croo area statistics are not avail-
able from official Soviet sources. Production and yield data are available 
only on an intermittent basis and are inadequate for the selection of the 
barley indicator regions. Soviet crop statistics have been acquired from 
three sources: 
a. CIA unclassified data 
b. Soviet published journals 
c. Official Soviet national and republic yearbooks 
2Availability of crop statistics at the time the study was completed. 
More inclusive statistical data may be available at a future time. 
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1.3.2.1 CIA Crop Statistics 
Table 1-1 provides the latest year crop statistics (production, area, and 
yield) for barley at the lowest econ~ic levels, as published by the CIA. 
Stati,tics for otter crops (identical regions) are not presented but are 
available at JSC/EOD (ref. I). 
CIA crop statistics for the U.S.S.R. republics and krays showing barley and 
other small grains available for LACIE Phase II harvest year (1976) are pro-
vided in table 1-2. Note that production and yield data are not available for 
1976. Barley area data for lQ76 are available only for a limited number of 
potential indicator regions. 
CIA crop statistics for 1977 (LACIE Phas III) are not currently available but 
have been requested through the USDA (Houston). 
1.3.2.2 Soviet-Published Crop Statistics 
1.3.2.2.1 Vestnik Statist1ki 
Sown area crop statistics have been acquired at the SSR (republic) level 
from the Soviet journal Vestnik Stat~stiki for the years 1974 through 1978 
(ref. 2). Production and yield data arc not provided. 
Table 1-3 gives the sown area (in hectares) for major crops in the potential 
indicator regions for the LACIE Phase III harvest year (1977), as published in 
Vestnik Statistiki. 
1.3.2.2.2 Soviet National Economic Statistical Yearbook~ 
Table 1-4 lists, by region and harvest year, the official Soviet national sta-
tistical yearbooks that have been acquired. Production, area, and yield data 
are not provided in the U.S.S.R. and Russian Soviet Federated Socialist 
~epublic (RSFSR) yearbooks at subregional levels that would be applicable to 
potential indicator reg10ns (refs. ~~7). Similarly, the Kazakh, Uzbek, and 
Ukraine SSR yearbooks (refs. 8-11) are inadequate because of the absence of 
subregional crop statistics. Table 1-5 ;s a translation from the National 
1-4 
TABLE 1·1.- LATEST PUBLISHED CIA CROP STATISTICS (PRODUCTION, AREA, AND YIELD)~ 
FOR BARLEY AT LOWEST ECONOMIC LEYEL 
(As reported in reference 1J 
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TABLE 1-2.- U.S.S.R. OBLASTS AND REPUBLICS WITH BARLEY AND OTHER SMALL-GRAIN STATISTICSa 
FOR LACIE PHASE II HARVEST YEAR (1976) 
[As reported in reference 1] 
Administrative Area. thousands of hectares 
divi sion Winter wheat Spring wheat Spring barley 
Winter wheat and spring barley sites 
Estonia SSR 50.0 5.0 250.0 
Kaliningrad Oblast 47.0 (b) 71.0 
Latvia SSR 106.0 .2 356.0 
Lithuania SSR 193.0 .1 534.0 
Belorussia SSR 143.0 8.0 1212.0 
Moldavia SSR 214.0 (b) 71.0 
Armenia SSR 87.0 3.0 65.0 
Uzbek SSR 418.0 111.0 435.0 
Spring wheat and spring barley sites 
Tadzhik SSR 138.0 18.0 71.0 
Krasnoyarsk Kray (b) 2862.0 656.0 
aproduction and yield crop statistics for 1976 are not available. 
bNo data are reported. 
LACIE 
Phase II 
Winter rye segments 
allocated 
48.0 3 
31.0 2 
123.0 6 
176.0 8 
895.0 26 
4.0 8 
.2 2 
6.0 2 
1.0 1 
15.0 2 
I 
, 
I 
J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
...... 
I 
......, 
TABLE 1-3.- SOVIET-PUBLISHED CROP STATISTICS (SOWN AREA, THOUSANDS OF HECTARES) FOR MAJOR CROPS IN THE 
POTENTIAl INDICATOR REGIONS fOR THE LACIE PHASE III HARVEST YEAR (1977) 
[As reported in reference 2] 
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SutiIr beet, S2 166 (.) IS h) 216 16 26-4 S7S 115 164 (.) (.) n 
Fl •• fibers 2SO 164 33 (.) S .02 60 h) 4 (.) (., (., (., 4Z 
SoIIItl_, (.) .02 106 90 .01 881 I I 040 1 111 181 4. I 2 (., 
'ot.tan 823 1 1S6 314 116 188 S31 443 166 434 41 349 n 18 145 
V .... t .. IH 46 9S 47 S6 21 108 JO \18 210 70 
" 
17 42 11 
For,.. Ct'op$: 22lS 4 948 4 SI8 9 '>11 l'I14 6 9ZR 1lS7 4 Z6!I 3 710 381 2 741 675 .7 1DM 
....... , and 1160 3168 2 811 1 091 191'> 4 032 11S6 2 461 I IJII(I 26' I 408 S24 271. 1)7 
petWMl.l gruses 
Con for ,11 ... 128 Sst 981 .. 032 12S 2 324 194 I 464 1 468 84 1 148 111 99 1. 
.,., reportecl dll •• 
TABLE 1-4.- OFFICIAL SOVIET GOVERNMENT STATISTICAL YEAKBOOKS ACQUIRED 
Title Edition 
National EconomIc Statistical Yea" book for the U.S.S.R. 1975 
National Economic Statistical Yearbook for the U.S.S.R. 1977 
National Economic Statistical Yearbook for RSFSR 1975 
Nat ional Economic Statistical Yearbook for RSFSR 1976 
National Economic Statistical Yearbook for RSFSR 1977 
Nat; onal Economic Statistical Yearbook for Bel orussi a 1976 
National Economic Statistical Yearbook for Ukraine 1976 
Nat i onal Economic Statistical Yearbook for Kazakh 1977 
National Economic Statistical Yearbook for Uzbek 1977 
National Economic Statistical Yearbook for Ukraine 1977 
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TABLE 1-5.- PRODUCTION, AREA, ANO YIELD STATISTICS PUBLISHED 
IN 1977 FOR GRAIN CROPS IN THE UKRAINE SSR 
[Translation of crop statistics as reported in reference 11] 
Production, Area. Yield, 
Type of crop thousands of thousands of centners per 
metric tons hectares hectare 
Tatal area planted 33 424 
Winter grains; (a) 9 776 27.9 
Wheat 27 570 8 637 31.9 
Rye 1 416 790 17.9 
Barley 997 349 28.5 
Spring grains: (a) 7 578 (a) 
Wheat 51 21 24.6 
Barley 8 223 3 330 24.7 
Oats 1 537 732 21.0 
Corn 5 053 1 700 29.5 
Mi llet 450 290 15.2 
Buckwheat 325 329 9.8 
Rice 147 39 37.7 
Beans 2 678 1 098 23.8 
Peas 2 293 886 25.8 
aNo reported data. 
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Economic Statistical Yearbook for Ukraine (1977 edition, ref. 11). Produc-
tion, area, and yield (derived) statistics are provided for grain crops at the 
SSR 1 evel. 
The 1976 Belorussia SSR yearbook contains crop statistics on the state pur-
chase of grain cultures but is not inclusive for all grains. Other crop types 
are not provided (ref. 12). 
1.3.3 RELIABILITY OF CROP STATISTICS 
1.3.3.1 CIA Crop Statistics 
Problems have been noted in the CIA crop statistics. Oblast-level crop sta-
tistics are, in some instances, identical to the regional or groups of oblast 
figures. This indicates that, when summing to larger areas, all oblasts were 
not included. Also, the oblast-level crop statistics may contain values for 
summer harvested crops as compared to the regional and national crop statis-
tics. Spot-checking indicates that these values are identical to the Soviet-
published sown-area figures (Tef. 2). 
1.3.3.2 Soviet-Published Crop Statistics 
The reliability of the officially published Soviet crop statistics 
(refs. 2-12) is unknown, but these are assumed to be the most accurate data 
available. (It is known that the Soviet reports contain inflated "bunker" 
weights rather than the more accurate dry weights used in the United States.) 
1.4 CROP CALENDARS 
1.4.1 AVAILABILITY 
Nominal crop calendars are available for less than 20 percent of the U.S.S.R. 
at subregional and oblast levels (ref. 13). The 22 nominal crop calendars 
that are available were prepared by the CIA. Generally. oblast-level calen-
dars of Soviet origin have not been obtained. 
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Table 1-6 lists the 22 available CIA crop calendars by region, map number, and 
crop types. Figure 1-1 shows the U.S.S.R. geograpilic areas represented by 
these calendars. 
1.4.2 RELIABILITY 
The reliability of the CIA crop calendars is unknown. 
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TABLE 1·6.- CIA-PROVIDED CROP CALENDARS 
Region 
Southern Steppe of 
Ukraine SSR 
Central Forest Steppe 
of Ukraine SSR 
Eastern Forest Steppe 
of Ukraine SSR 
Northern Steppe of 
Ukraine SSR 
Western Forest Steppe 
of Ukraine SSR 
Eastern Forest Zone 
of Ukraine SSR 
Carpathian Zone of 
Ukraine SSR 
Central Forest Zone 
of Ukraine SSR 
Western Forest Zone 
of Ukraine SSR 
Bashkir ASSR 
Chelyabinsk Oblast 
Kirovograd Oblast 
Kursk Oblast 
[From reference 13J 
Ma p Crops included 
number 
517625 Winter wheat, winter rye, barley, oats, 
corn, and millet 
517626 Winter wheat, winter rye, barley, oats, 
corn, buckwheat, and millet 
517627 Winter wheat, winter rye, barley, oats, 
corn, buckwheat, and millet 
517628 Winter wheat, winter rye, barley, oats, 
corn, and millet 
517629 Winter wheat, winter rye, barley, oats, 
corn, buckwheat, and millet 
517630 Winter wheat, winter rye, barley, oats, 
corn, buckwheat, and millet 
517631 Winter wheat, winter rye, barley, oats, 
and corn 
517632 Winter wheat, winter rye, barley, oats, 
corn, buckwheat, and millet 
517633 Winter wheat, winter rye, barley, oats, 
corn, buckwheat, and millet 
517634 Winter wheat, spring wheat, winter rye, 
oats, and barley 
517635 Winter rye, spring wheat, oats, and barley 
517850 Winter wheat, winter rye, spring wheat, 
barley, oats, corn, millet, sunflowers, 
sugar beets, potatoes, cabbage, t~toes, 
cucumbers, melons, apples, pears, plums, 
and cherries 
517636 Winter wheat, spring wheat, barley, winter 
rye, and oats 
1-12 
Region 
Kurgan Oblast 
Kustanay Oblast 
Northern Altay Kray 
Novosibirsk Oblast 
Omsk Oblast 
Orenburg Oblast 
Rostov Oblast 
Stavropol Kray 
VoroneZh Db last 
TABLE 1-6.- Concluded. 
n~Cer Crops included 
517637 Spring wheat, winter rye, oats, barley, 
corn, buckwheat, and millet 
517638 Spring wheat, winter rye, oats, and barley 
517639 Spring wheat, barley, oats, winter rye, 
corn, buckwheat, and millet 
517640 Winter rye, spring wheat, barley, oats, 
corn, buc~wheat, and millet 
517641 Spring wheat, oats, barley, winter rye, 
corn, and millet 
517642 Spring wheat, oats, and winter rye 
517643 Winter wheat, spring wheat, barley, oats, 
corn, and mill et 
517644 Winter wheat, spring wheat, barley, oats, 
corn, and mi 11 et 
517645 Winter wheat, spring wheat, winter rye, 
barley, oats, corn, buckwheat, and millet 
~----------------~------~-------------------------------.--
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Figure 1-1.- Geographic areas represented on available CIA crop calendars. (From reference 13.] 
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2. SUMMARY N4t) RECM1ENOATI<J4S 
This document describes the indicator regions and the methods of identifying 
the indicator regions for barley, barley and spring wheat, and barley and 
winter wheat in the U.S.S.R. The data obt,i~ed in this investigation will be 
used in support of the AgRISTARS 1981 exploratory and 1982 pilot experiments 
at NASA/JSC. Selections of indicator regions were based on high barley and 
wheat producing regions as determined from available U.S.S.R. crop statistics 
and avallable retrospective data from LACIE Phase II (1976) and Phase III 
(1977). Initially, potential indicator regions were determined by comparing 
the statistics for barley and wheat at the lowest administrative levels for 
which published statistics were available. Fourteen were selected for 
detailed review based on their relative abundances of wheat and barley. These 
potential indicator regions were grouped according to the following conditions 
that could affect labeling and classification accuracies: 
a. High barley content 
b. Presence of barley and spring wheat 
c. Presence of barley and winter wheat 
Each region was evaluated based on the availability of crop statistics, crop 
calendars, Landsat acquisitions, and ancillary data. 
The fact that complete crop statistics (production, area, and yield) were not 
available at the ob1ast level for the years since 1975 was a major constraint 
in this inv~stigation. However, republic and economic regional level statis-
tics (for so~n area only) through 1978 were obtained from official Soviet 
publications (ref. 2). Other constraints included the sparse availability of 
grain crop calendars and of imagery acquisitions that were sufficient for 
small-grain separation. 
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Based on the availability of data, the following were recommended as indicator 
regions. 
a. For high barley: Belorussia SSR 
b. For barley and spring wheat: Ural Region 
c. For barley and winter wheat: North Caucasus Region 
Within each of the three regions. individual oblasts were selected according 
to segment availability and segment acqulsition histories for potential barley 
separation. This was done even though no recent oblast-level crop statistics 
are available for production. area. and yield at the present time. The fol-
lOWing oblasts were recommended: 
a. In Belorussia SSR (high barlp.y), Gamel and Mogilev Oblasts 
b. In the Ural Region (b~rley and spring wheat), Orenburg Oblast 
c. In the North Caucasus Region (barley and winter wheat), Rostov Oblast and 
Stavropol Kray 
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3. SELECTI~N PROCEDURE 
3.1 POTENTIAL INDICATOR REGIONS 
Potential 1ndicator regions were determtned by comparing the statistics for 
barley and wheat at the lowest administrative levels for which published sta-
tistics were available. Figures 3-1. 3·2. and 3-3 show the mlJor wheat and 
barley growing areas within the U.S.S.R. Based on their relative abundances 
of wheat and barley. 14 Soviet economic reg10ns w1th published crop statistics 
were selected for deta1led review as potential indicator regions. (These 
economic regions are among those selected for LACIE Phase III. wh1ch are shown 
1n table 3-1.) Figure 3-4 depicts the geographic boundaries of the 14 poten-
tial indicator region,. Tables 3-2 and 3-3 provide the relative percentages 
of sown area for wheat, Jarley, and other crops for the econom1c reg10ns pub-
lished in Vestnik Stat~~t1k1 during harvest years 1976 and 1~77. The relative 
percentages of barley area to the total-country barley-planted area for each 
region or SSR are also given. 
3.2 AGROPHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AFFECTING LABELING AND CLASSIFICATION 
ACCURACIES 
A major agrophysical characteristic affecting labeling and classification 
accuracies is the relative proportions of similar crop types to be separated. 
In accordance with a task objective to separate barley from spectrally similar 
wheat. the 14 potential indicator regions have been grouped according to their 
relative proportions of these grains. 
Three agrophysical characteristics in the U.S.S.R. affecting labeling and 
classification accuracies have been identified: 
a. Hi gh-barley regions 
b. Barley and spring wheat regions 
c. Barley and winter wheat regions 
Table 3-4 lists the 14 potential indicator regions based on relative barley 
and wheat proportions. 
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TABLE 3-1.- LACIE PHASE III REGION NAMES WITH 
REGION AND ZONE NUMBERS 
Region 
Zone 
Name NlIftber 
ilsltic 1 10 
Belorussia 2 20 
Southwest Ukraine 3 30, 40 
Donets-Dnepr 4 41, SO, 60 
South Ukraine 5 70 
Moldavia 6 80 
North Caucasus 7 90, 100 
Central Chernozem 8 110, 120 
Central 9 111, 130 
Volga.Vyatka 10 140 
Volga 11 101, 150, 160, 170, 
Ural 12 180, 190, 200 
KlZakh 13 210, 220, 230, 240, 
West Siberia 14 201, 260, 270 
Transcaucasus 15 280 
Cent ra 1 As 11 16 300 
East Si ber1 a 17 310 
Far East 18 320 
Northwest 19 330 
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191 
250, 290 
TABLE 3-2.- PERCENTAGES OF SOWN AREA BY CROP TYPES FOR U.S.S.R. REGIONS 
OR REPUBLICS (SSR'S) FOR HARVEST YEAR 1976 
Rt910n or SSR 
RSFSIt: 
YoI9.·yy.tk. Region I 
C,ntr.1 Rt91gn I 
C,ntr.1 Ch.rnol~ ~glon I 
Y0191 Rt910n , 
North Caucnul "-910n 
Urll Aet10n i 
Wilt Siberi. Region 
E.,t Siberi. R.glon 
F.r Eut RegIon 
Ukra,,. 5SR: 
Oontts-On.pr R'910n 
S~uthwt,t R'9'0n 
South Retion 
Blltlc Rt91(in~ 
Lithuania SSR 
L.tv;a SSR 
Estonia SSR 
K.llningrld Obla~t 
(to RSFSR) 
lOIor9" SSR 
'~i. 5SR 
l(lr91 I 5SR 
Tadllllk SSR 
Tunu .. " SSII IlU.kll SSR 
"'OrulSl. SSII 
!'oldavl, 5511 
I 
I 
I 
I 
[As reported iii reference 2) 
Perc.,.t..- of Ptrc.,.Utt of totll IN! .,.., 
toul.cOIIlltry I---.,.---ot----.----..---....---..-----t 
blrl.,,·aown 81rl-, Winter So"'fIt Olt, Ry@ at"-,, 
.re. (.~l).at •• t (.11) qr,'n,-
56.) 
1.2 
2.6 
7.8 
6.8 
IS.6 
8.8 
6.1 
4.' 
1.9 
1.0 
17.' 
7.'1 
6.0 
1.9 
3.5 
1.6 
1.0 
.7 
.2 
.2 
.5 
1.3 
.9 
.2 
.2 
IS.6 
3.~ 
.2 
IS.3 
13.3 
12.3 
18.6 
21.0 
18.6 
19.1 
" 
12.S I 
8.2 
I 
7.9 
11.8 
I 17.8 
I 18.S 
, 15.7 
ZO.5 
22.7 
u.s I 
: n.l 
?f>.S I 
I 
I 17.4 I 
i 
7.S 
1.4 
4.9 
6.1 
16.1 
8.3 I 
25.5 
.9 
.1 
(c) 
(e) 
U.S 
14.8 
13.1 
13.1 
1,4 
8.1 
F,.fi 
~.3 
I 
11.6 I 
7.5 I 1'.9 
'I' 
15.5 20.8 
I ~::: : :::: ,I 
I 23.2 18.9 
! 9.l I1.S I 
i ~.6 
I :::: 
I 3.9 
1.2 I 
2.6 I 
2.3 
11.7 
19.4 7.' 
1.2 9.7 
'.1 13.S 
3.0 11.0 
3.3 '.3 
ZO.S 3.1 
.2 1.1 
36.R 8.4 I 
43.6 8.9 
34.3 lA.7 
15.7 12.1 
.1 I 2.1 ',i 
.1 2.6 
.1 I 3.0 i 
(e) I 2.3 I 
.1 I 4.8 
(e) l.' 
(e) 6.1 
.S 6.' 
(e) 4 •• , 
.1 Z.1 
1.2 
I 
(c) I .3 
I ' 3.0 (e) I 
.6 ! .6 II 
1.1 I 1.e 
.Z I (e) I 
1
1
•
0 
.1 II ".! I 
(e) .1 I 
5.5 
8.2 
20.2 
9.!! 
3.3 
7.9 
.S 
5.2 
1.4 
.'1 
.2 i 
Z.1 I 
1.0 , 
4:~ I 
7.1 I' 7.' 
, .b 
~.I I 
1.6 
(e) 
(e 1 I 
(c 1 I 
: 
,j 
,c) I 
(:: I 
Ie.' I 
.Z I 
2.4 
(c) 
1.0 
2.1 
3.7 
4.2 
2.6 
Z.2 
.8 
• .7 
l.5 
2.2 
2.6 
2.0 
1.8 
(e) 
(e) 
(e) 
(e) 
(cl 
(e) 
(e) 
• ? 
".1 
.1 
.8 
1.1 
Z.9 
.S 
.1 
U.4 
6~.2 
I 43.9 
49.8 
48.0 
37.1 
49.1 
I 34.1 
37.0 
36.3 
57.7 
I 60.S 
I 
59.3 
61.8 
60.S 
57.1 
~.1 
5~.8 
sa.3 
59.0 
11. (l 
St.1 
I Sl.1 
I 
J 10.5 
I S6.1 
I 61.l 
8S.~ 
28.8 
Sl.9 
81.6 
'Includfl lII111et. buck.at •• nd ~1ef. 
blncl udts Corft for gr •• ft, cottOft, sug.r bttts, flA& fIber. 'u"fla.t~s, pot,toes. 1~,. v.get.bl,s, 
,nc! for,9' (!'ODI. 
C"" I"fIIOrttd d.tI. 
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TABLE 3-3.- PERCENTAGES OF SOWN AREA BY CROP TYPES FOR U.S.S.R. REGIONS 
OR REPUBLICS (SSR1S) FOR HARVEST YEAR 1977 
[As reported in reference 2J 
Percentage of Percentage of total sown .;rea 
Region or SSR total-country barley-sown Barler Winter Spring Qats Rye Other Otherb area (all wheat wheat (all ) grainsa crops 
RSFSR: 62.2 11.0 6.8 19.6 8.9 3.6 2.6 41.4 
Northwest Region 1.4 15.8 1.2 .7 10.7 7.1 (c) 64.2 
Volga-Vyatka Region 4.0 19.1 1.7 5.0 19.4 10.5 1.2 43.2 
Central Region 9.1 21.5 5.6 2.8 12.5 6.9 2.2 48.6 
Central Che~nozem Regi?n 9.1 28.6 9.8 3.7 4.7 1.8 3.9 47.2 
Volga Region 17.4 21.0 5.1 22.9 4.9 
I 
4.4 4.8 36.7 
North Caucasus Region 6.6 14.B 32.9 .2 1.1 1.0 2.5 46.6 
Ural Regior. 7.1 14.9 .4 35.2 1:: ... 3.6 2.3 33.3 
West Siberia Region 4.3 B.O (c\ 42.B 10.8 1.5 1.1 34.4 
East Siberia R~gion 2.0 8.2 (c) 33.7 17.9 .2 .9 39.1 
Far East Re'.lion 1.0 12.2 (c) 15.2 11.7 .2 2.7 58.0 
Ukraine SSR: 10.7 11.0 25.B .1 2.2 2.4 2.0 55.9 
Oonets-Dnepr Region 4.7 11.8 27.2 .1 2.2 1.1 2.2 54.6 
Southwest Region I 4.2 11.2 19.2 (c) 2.6 4.6 2.0 60.1 
South Region I 1.7 I 9.1 I 36.2 .1 1.3 .5 1.2 50.2 I 
Baltic Region: 
I 
3.9 24.9 I 7.0 .3 5.3 4.9 (c) 56.7 li thuani a SSR 1.6 23.6 8.5 (c) 4.1 5.9 (c) 57.4 
latvia SSR I 1.2 25.4 5.7 (c) 6.B j 4.9 (c) 56.2 Estonia SSR I .3 
I 
30.6 3.6 1.6 6.3 1.9 (c) 54.1 
Kaliningrad Oblast I .2 17.~ 12.0 i (c) 3.9 I 5.9 (c) 60.9 (to RSFSR) I 
I I Georgia SSR .1 6.7 18.9 .1 2.3 
I 
.1 (c) 71.2 
I 
I 
Armenia SSR .2 14.4 21.5 .7 .9 .1 (c) 61.0 
I 
Azerbaijan SSR .~ 13.4 31. Ii (c) I .2 (c) .1 53.6 
Uzbek SSR 1.1 9.7 12.7 1.7 (c) .1 2.2 72.2 
I 
Ki rgi z SSR .B 20.8 19.3 .5 .6 I (c) I .1 58.3 
Tadzhik SSR .2 7.4 12.7 1.5 1.0 .1 1.3 75.4 
Turkmen SSR .1 5.7 3.4 .1 (c) (c) 1.0 86.6 
Kazakh SSR 16.5 ',6.1 3.0 46.1 1.2 .7 3.4 ~9.1 
Belorussia SSR 3.6 20.1 I 2.2 .2 5.5 14.2 .7 57.0 
Moldavia SSR .3 . 6.5 21.6 (c) .6 .4 (-:\ 70.0 
aIncludes millet, buckwh~at, and rice. 
! 
bIncludes corn for grain, cotton, sugar beets, flax fiber, sunflowers, ~otatoes, legumes, vegetables, and 
forage crops. 
cNo reported data. 
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TABlE 3-4.- POTENTIAL INDICATOR REGIONS BASED ON 
RELATIVE BARLEY AND WHEAT PROPORTIONS 
High barley: 
Belorussia SSR 
Central Region (RSFSR) 
Barley and spring ~heat: 
Ural Region (RSFSR) 
Kazakh SSR 
East Siberia Region: Krasnoyarsk Kray (RSFSR) 
Middle Volga Region (RSFSR) 
Volga-Vyatka Region (RSFSR) 
Barley and winter wheat: 
North Caucasus Region (RSFSR) 
Ukraine SSR: Oonets-Onepr Region 
Moldavia SSR 
Central Chernozem Region (RSFSR) 
Central Asia Region: Uzbek SSR 
Transca~casus Region: Azerbaijan SSR 
Baltic Region: Lithuania SSR 
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I. Baltl, Region 6. Central Chernoza. Region 
a. lithuania SSR 7. Volga-Vyatka Region 
b. latvia SSR 8. North caucasus Region 
2. Belorussia SSR 9. Volga Region 
3. Ukraine SSR 10. Ura I Region 
a. Southwest 11. Azerbaijan SSR b. Donets-Dnepr 
, . South 12. Uzbek SSR 
4. Moldayia SSR 13. Kaz"h SSR 
5. Central Region 14. Krasnoyarsk Kray 
Figure 3-4.- Fourteen potential U.S.S.R. indicator regions. 
3.3 DESCRIPTIONS OF THE 14 POTENTIAL INDICATOR REGIONS ACCORDING TO DATA 
AVAILABILITY AND FACTORs TRAT COULD AFFECT LABELING AND CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES 
The characteristics of the 14 potential indicator regions as they relate to 
data availability and labeling and classification accuracies are described in 
the follOWing sections. The characteristics include: 
a. Crop statistics availability 
b. Crop calendar availability 
c. Retrospective sample segment data availability 
d. B1 owi ndows 
e. Climate 
f. AgronOfl\Y 
g. Imagery description and regional summary 
3.3.1 HIGH BARLEY 
3.3.1.1 Belorussia SSR, LACIE Region 2 
Brest, Gomel, Grodno, Minsk, Mo9ilev, and Vitebsk Oblasts are included in 
Belorussia SSR. 
3.3.].1.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are available for Belorussia SSR. 
a. CIA (ref. 1): production, area, and yield for the major crops and barley 
for 1958-74 
b. Vestnik Statistfkf (ref. 2): sown area only for the major crops for 
1974-78 
c. Natfonal Economic Statistical Yearbook for Belorussia (1976 edition, 
ref. 12): st~te purchases of grain cultures but not inclusive for all 
grains 
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3.3.1.1.2 Crop Calendars (Ref. 13) 
CIA grain crop calendars are not available for Belorussia SSR. Crop calendars 
are available. however, for the Central. Eastern, and Western Forest regions 
of the Ukraine for extrapolation. T~ble 1-6 lists the crops included on the 
Ukrainian crop calendars. 
3.3.1.1.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for Belorussia SSR in 
LACIE Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
11 
III 
3.3.1.1.4 Biowindows (Ref. 18) 
Allocate<.l 
26 
42 
Aggregated 
24 
31 
Biowindows established for Belorussia SSR in LACIE Phases II and III are as 
foll ows: 
Phase Date 
-
II October 5 - November 24. 1975 
May 3 - August 15. 1976 
II I August 20 - November 23. 1976 
May 4 - August 16. 1977 
3.3.1.1.5 Climate (I~af. 19) 
BelorUSsia SSR is climatically similar to Nebraska and South Dakota. The 
summers are cool, moist, and cloudy. Landsat acquisitions are poor under 
these conditions. 
3.3.1.1.6 Agt"onomy (Ref. 20) 
Approxim~tely 3.6 percent of the total barley area sown in t~e U.S.S.R. during 
the 1977 harvest year was in Belorussia SSR. Spring barl~y and w;"ter wheat 
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are the major crops. with grains occupying approximately 40 percent of the 
seeded area. Strong emphasis has been placed on industrial crops and 
livestock. (See tables 1-3, 3-2. and 3-3.) 
3.3.1.1.7 Preliminary Imagery Review 
A preliminary review of the imagery for Belo~~ssia SSR shows a terrain which 
is mostly meadows, woods, and peat bogs with small. complex field patterns. 
Interpretatio~ of the imagery is difficult. Crop calendars and spectral 
responses indicate that different winter grains and different spring grains 
cannot be separated without ratioing. 
The key Landsat acquisition periods are as follows: 
Period 
Fall 
April/May 
June/July 
Mid-July 
Mid-August/~eptember 
Crop stage/condition 
Winter grain planting 
Spring grain planting 
Spring grains developing 
behind winter grains 
All grains harvested 
Separation of summer crops 
Approximately 70 percent of the spring grains is barley. The major confusion 
crop is oats. 
Ten LACIE Phase II segments and nine Phase III segments were noted to have 
sufficient acquisition histories to attempt a wheat and barley separation 
study. 
3.3.1.1.8 Regional Su~ry 
Crop statistics, adjacent crop calendars, and segment data are adequate for 
use in a high-barley regional experiment. The Belorussian Oblasts of Gomel 
and Mcgilev have been selected tentatively for use as a high-barley indicator 
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region. These two oblasts have adequate segments ava1lable, and their acqui-
s1tion histories potentially are suitable for barley separation. 
3.3.1.2 Central Region (RSFSR), LACIE Region 9 
Oblasts within the Central Region include Bryansk, Ivanovo, Ka11nin. Kaluga, 
Kostroma, Moscow, Orel, Ryazan, Smolensk, Tula, Vladimir, and Yaroslavl. 
3.3.1.2.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are avail&ble for the Central Region. 
a. CIA (ref. 1): production, area, and yield for the major crops and barl~y 
for 1958-71 
b. Vestnik Statistiki (ref. 2): sown area only for the major crops for 
1974-78 
3.3.1.2.2 Crop Calendars (Ref. 13) 
CIA grain crop calendars for the Central Region are not available. The 
segment-level crop calendar provided in the LACIE packets is extrapolated from 
the CIA agriculture atlas for the U.S.S.R. (ref. 19). Spring barley is 
included on this calendar, but spring wheat is not. The reliability of the 
calendar is considered low. 
3.3.1.2.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for the Central Region 
in LACIE Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
I I 
III 
Allocated 
44 
103 
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Aggre9a~ 
37 
63 
3.3.1.2.4 Biowindows (Ref. 1B) 
Biowindows established for the Central Reg10n in LACIE Phases II and III are 
as follows: 
Phase ..Q!lt 
II September 19 - November 8, 1975 
April 30-August 2,1976 
I I I August 4 - November 7, 1976 
May 1 _ August 3, 1977 
3.3.1.2.5 Climate (Refs. 19, 20) 
The Central Region is climatically Similar to the States of Minnesota and 
Montana and the Province of Manito~d, Cdnada. The annual precipitation ranges 
from 58 to 64 centimeters (23 to ~5 inches), with 50 percent occurring during 
the \:Irowing season. Snowfall is amp·le. The probability of grain damage by 
drought is low. The mean winter temperature is _6 0 celsius (21 0 fahrenheit). 
and the mean summer temperature is 21.50 cel~ius (690 fahrenheit). 
3.3.1.2.6 Agron~ (Ref. 20) 
Approximately 9.1 percent of the total barley area sown in the U.S.S.R. during 
the 1977 harvest year was in the Central Region. where barley is the major 
small-grain crop. Oats is a significant confusion crop. Annual and perennial 
grasses are grown extensively for forage. Winter rye and potatoes are other 
major crops. (See tables 1-3, 3-2, ~nd 3-3.) 
3.3.1.2.7 Preliminary Imagery Review 
Problems with available crop statistics and crop calendars precluded the 
determination of the su;tability of the Central Region segment imagery for 
potential barley separation. 
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3.3.1.2.8 Regional Summary 
Incomplete crop statistics (sown area only) are availabl. at the regional 
level only. Ancillary data at a smaller eeonomic level or oblast level art 
not available. The existing crop calendars are not adequate for an indicator 
region expe~·iment. Thus, the Centra' Region 15 not considered as a potential 
indicator region for barley separation. 
3.3.2 BARLEY AND SPRING WHEAT 
3.3.2.1 Urals (RSFSR), LACIE Region 12 
Chelyabinsk, Kurgan. Orenburg, Perm, Sverdlovsk, and Tyumen Oblasts and 
Bashkir and Udmurt ASSR's are included in the Ural Region. 
3.3.2.1.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are available for the Ural Region. 
a. CIA (ref. 1): production, area, and yield for the major crops and barley 
for 1958-69 for the Urals 
b. Vestnik Stat1stiki (ref. 2): sown area only for the major crops for 
1974-78 
3.3.2.1.2 Crop Calendars (Ref. I3) 
CIA grain crop calendars for Bashkir ASSR and Chelyabinsk, Kurgan, and 
Orenburg Oblasts are available. The crop types included on each of the 
oblast-level crop calendars are listed in table 1-6. 
3.3.2.1.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments ~llocated and aggregated for the Ural Region in 
LACIE Phases II and III a~i a~ follows: 
Phase 
11 
III 
Allocated 
100 
141 
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Aggregated 
88 
128 
3.3.2.1.4 Btowindows (Ref. 18) 
No fall acquisitions of the Ural Regton are available. Btowtndows Istabli~hed 
for this region in LACIE Phasls II and III are as follOW1: 
PhlSe Date 
-
None II 
III April 14 _ September 10, 1977 
3.3.2.1.5 Climate (Refs. 19, 20) 
The Ural Region is climatically similar to the State of North Dakota and the 
Canadian Provinces of Alberta, British Columbia, and Saskatchewan. The annual 
precipitation ranges from 23 to 33 cl!!'t1mete,"s (9 to 13 inches), occurring 
mostly in the summer. Snowfall is light. 
3.3.2.1.6 Agron~ (Ref. 20) 
L'heat, IS well as dairy and beef cattle, is produced on a large scale in the 
Urals. Agr1cult~re occurs in the prairie grain farm zone, along with wooded 
and grass steppe. Soils are Chestnut. large-scale mechanized state farms are 
in existence, and strip farming 15 considerable. Irregularly shaped fields 
ranging in size from 40 to 800 hectares are present in the foothills of the 
Ural Mountains. 
Spring wheat and spring barley are the predominant grain crops. oats and 
winter rye follow in importance. Table 1-3 provides the sown area (in 
hectares) for the major crop types planted in the Urals in 1977. 
As shown in table 3-3, approximately 7.1 percent of the total barley area sown 
in the U.S.S.R. during the 1977 harvest year was in the Ural Region. 
3.3.2.1.7 Prelimin.ry Imagery Review 
Key acquisitions for the potential separation of barley and soring wheat were 
not found. The growth cycle of these two crops 15 compressed between May 
plantin9 and late August harvesting. The crop calendars do not show a 
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significant difference in the growth stages of ~arley and spring wheat. oat, 
are shcMt to be developing sl1ghtly behind barley and spring .at. 
The lack of fall acquisitions may contribute to the confusion between winter 
grains and spring grains. however. sufficient 1~gery data exist for retro-
spective foreign indicator region experillllnts in the Urals. 
3.3.2.1.8 Regional SUMmary 
The best Iva1lable crop statistics Ire for sown Irel only It the Ural regi~nal 
level. Adequlte crop calendars It the oblast level are available. 
Although. ultimately. barley separlt10n may be difficult or impoSsible. suffi-
cient imagery dati exist to consider the Urll Region IS a pocent1al barley and 
spring wheat indicator region. The Ural Region is selected tetlutively as a 
potential barley and spring wheat indicator region. using Orenburg Oblait. 
3.3.2.2 Kazakh SSR (New Lands), LACIE Res10n 11 
Aktyubinsk. Alma-Ata, Ch1mkent. Dzhambut, Dzhezkazgan. Gur'yev, Karaganda, 
Kokchetav, Kustanay, Kzyl-Orda. Mangyshlak. Pavlodat. Semipalatinsk, Severo-
Kazakhstan. Taldy-Kurgan, Tse11nograd, TurgA~, Ural'sk, and Vostochno Oblasts 
are included in Kazakh SSR. 
3.3.2.2.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are availabie for Kazakh SSR. 
a. CIA (ref. 1): production, lrea. and yield for the major crops &nd barley 
for 1958-61 and 1965-68 for the Aktyubinsk, Gur'yev 1 KokchetlV, Kustanay. 
Mangyshlak. Pavlodar, Severo-Kazakhstan, Tselinograd, Turgay, and Ur.l'sk 
Oblasts 
b. Vestn1k Stat1stik1 (ref. 2): ,own area only for the major crops for 
1974-78 
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c. National Economic Statist1cal Yearbook for Kazakh (1977 edition, 
ref. 9): planted area of ·stockfeed culturesM by oblast for 1960, 1965. 
1910, and 1975-77 (no specif1c crop types given). production (thousands of 
metric tons) for the major crop '.).:; .. 5 for 1960, 1965, 1970, and 1975-77 
3.3.2.2.2 Crop calendars (Ref. 13) 
CIA grain crop calendars for Kustanay Oblast and northern Altay Kray, West 
Siberia Region. ;tave been acquired. Other oblasts would have to be extrapo-
lated. Crop tl:·.S i"c1uded on the crop ~alendar are listed in table 1-6. 
3.3.2.2.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for Kazakh SSR in LACIE 
Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
II 
III 
3.3.2.2.4 Biowindows (Ref. 18) 
Allocated 
211 
436 
Aggregated 
182 
231 
Biowindows established for Kazakh SSR in LACIE Phases II and II are as 
follows: 
Phase Date 
II April 7-August 30,1976 
I I I Apri 1 8 - August 31, 1977 
3.3.2.2.5 Climate (Refs. 19, 20) 
The Kazakh SSR is climatica1l1 similar to the Canadian Provinces of Alberta 
and Saskatche~an. Large areas were abnonmally dry during the summer of 1977, 
resulting in vegetation stress. 
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3.3.2.2.6 Agron~ (Ref. 20) 
As sh~ in table 3-3. approximately 16.5 percent of the total barley area 
sown in the U.S.S.R. during the 1977 harvest year was in Kazakh SSR. (See 
section 3.3.2.2.8.) 
3.3.2.2.7 Preliminary Imagery Review 
Problems with available crop statistics and crop calendars precluded the 
determination of the suitability of the Kazakh SSR segment imagery for 
potential barley separation. 
3.3.2.2.8 Regional Summary 
Incomplete crop statistics (sown area only) are available at the immense 
Kazakh Republic level only. Ancillary data at a smaller economic level or 
ob1ast level are not available. In addition, the Kazakh drought during LACIE 
Phase III and the availability of only one oblast-level crop calendar 
(Kustanay) precluded the selection of this reoublic as a potential indicator 
region for barley separation. 
3.3.2.3 East Siberia (RSFSR): Krasnoyarsk Kray, LACIF. Region 17 
Krasnoyarsk KraYi Chita and Irkutsk Ob1asts; and Buryat and Tuva ASSR's are 
included in the East Siberia Region. 
3.3.2.3.1 Crop St?tistics 
The following crop statistics are available for the East Siberia Region. 
a. CIA (ref. 1): production, area, and yield for the major crops and barleJ 
at the regional level for 1958-69 (Kray- and oblast-level statistics are 
not available.) 
b. Vestnik Statistiki (ref. 2): sown area only for the major crops for 
1974-78 (Crop statistics are not available at the kray level.) 
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3.3.2.3.2 Crop calendars (Ref. 13) 
CIA grain c·~p calendars for East Siberia are not available. The Omsk and 
Novosibirsk (West Siberia) crop calendars were used during LACIE to extrapo-
late segment-level crop calendars in East Siberia. Table 1-6 lists the crops 
included on the Omsk and Novosibirsk crop calendars. 
3.3.2.3.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for Krasnoyarsk Kray in 
LACIE Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
II 
III 
Allocated 
o 
14 
-
Aggregated 
o 
9 
Barley separation is possible for approximately three segments. 
3.3.2.3.4 Biowindows {Ref. IS} 
Biowindows established for Krasnoyarsk Kray in LArIE Phases II and III are as 
follows: 
Phase Date 
I I None 
I I I September 4, 1976 - August 2, 1977 
3.3.2.3.5 Climate (Ref. 19) 
Krasnoyarsk Kray is climatically similar to Saskatchewan Province, Canada. 
3.3.2.3.6 Agron~ (Ref. 20) 
As shown in table 3-3, only 2 percent of the total barley area sown in the 
U.S.S.R. during the 1977 harvest year was in the East Siberia Region. 
Krasnoyarsk Kray is not in the major U.S.S.R. agricultural area for small 
grains. Grains occupy 64 percent of the seeded area in Krasnoyarsk Kray, 
with wheat accounting for 77 percent in 1970. 
The major crops are spring wheat. spring barley. oats. and winter r,ye. 
Table 1-3 provides the sown area (in hectares) for the major crop types 
planted in East Siberia in 1977. The major areas of spring wheat produc-
tion are in the southern portion of Krasnoyarsk Kray. 
Most of the land is boggy-type Podzolic s011. which is of little use except 
for livestock. The area is densely forested with windbreaks and strip-
cropping. 
3.3.2.3.7 Preliminary Imagery Review 
A preliminary review of the imager,y shows prominent fields with distinct 
patterns. Indications of the separati,:n :'f barley and wheat couid not be 
detected. 
3.3.2.3.8 Regional Surr~ry 
Krasnoyarsk Kray ;s not considered a suitable candidate as a potential 
indicator region because of the lack of crop statistics, crop calendars, 
and suitable segment data. 
3.3.2.4 Middle Volga (RSFSR), lACIE Region 11 
Kuybyshev, Penza, and Saratov Oblasts are included in the Middle Volga Region. 
3.3.2.4.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are available for the Middle Volga Region. 
a. CIA {ref. I}: production, area, and yield for the major crops and barley 
for 1958-69 at the regional level (Oblast-level crop statistics are not 
avail able.) 
b. Vestnik Statist1ki (ref. 2): sown area only for the major crops for 
1974-78 at the Volga economic regional level (Major crop and uarley 
statistics are not available for the Middle Volga Region or for the 
individual oblasts.) 
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3.3.2.4.2 Crop Cale~dars (Ref. 13) 
CIA grain crop calendars for the Middle Volga Region are not available. The 
extrapolated crop calendars used during LACIE for Saratov and Kuybyshev 
Oblasts do not include barley. The Penza crop calendar used during LACIE 
includes barley and was extrapolated from the CIA grain crop calendar for 
Voronezh Oblast (Central Chernozem Region). Table 1-6 lists the crops 
included on the CIA grain crop calendar for Voronezh. 
3.3.2.4.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for the Middle Volga 
Region in LACIE Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
II: 
Kuybyshev 
Penza 
Saratov 
Total 
III: 
Kuybyshev 
Penza 
Saratov 
Total 
3.3.2.4.4 Biowindows (Ref. 18) 
Allocated 
1 
6 
o 
7 
35 
27 
72 
134 
Aggregated 
o 
o 
o 
o 
22 
14 
31 
67 
Biow;ndows established for the Middle Volga Region in LACIE Phases II and III 
are as follows: 
Phase Date 
-
II September 19 - November 8. 1975 
May 8_ August 16. 1976 
III August 20-November 23.1976 
April 15 _ August 18. 1977 
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3.3.2.4.5 Climate (Ref. 19) 
The Middle Volga Region is climatically similar to North Dakota. 
3.3.2.4.6 Agron~ (Ref. 20) 
The Middle Volga is a leading region in the production of barley in the 
ll.S.S.R. The other major crop in this region is wheat. Table 1-3 provides 
the sown area (in hectares) for the major crop types planted in the Volga 
Region in 1977. 
Approximately 17.4 percent of the total barley area sown in the U.S.S.R. 
during the 1977 harvest year was in the Volga Region (see table 3-3). 
3.3.2.4.7 Preliminary Imagery Review 
A preliminary review of the Penza segment imagery indicates that barley sepa-
ration may be possible in a few instances. Overall, the segment acquisition 
histories for June, July, and August 1977 are poor, prohibiting any attempt to 
separate spring small grains. Further analysis of the acquisition histories 
is required to determine the extent of this problem. 
Good acquisition histories were observed for 1978 imagery in the Penza segment 
packets. Field patterns were noted to be large and distinct in appearance. 
3.3.2.4.8 Regional Summary 
From an agronomic standpoint, the Middle Volga Region would make an excellent 
indicator region for the U.S.S.R. barley exploratory and pilot experiments. 
However, inadequate crop statistics, inadequate crop calendars, and indica-
tions of acquisition history problems eliminate this region. 
3.3.2.5 Volga-Vyatka, LACIE Region 10 
Gor'kiy and Kirov Oblasts and Mari, Ohuvash, and Mordva ASSR's are included in 
the Volga-Vyatka Region. 
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3.3.2.5.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are available for ~~e Volga-Vyatka Region. 
a. CtA (ref. 1): production, area, and yield for the major crops and barley 
for 1958-69 
b. Vestnik Statist1k1 (ref. 2): sown area only for the major crops for 
1974-78 
3.3.2.5.2 Crop Calendars (Ref. 13) 
CIA grain crop calendars are not available for Volga-Vyatka. Table 1-6 lists 
the crops included on each of the oblast-level crop calendars. 
3.3.2.S.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for Volg~-Vyatka in 
LACIE Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
II 
III 
3.3.2.S.4 Biowindows (Ref. 18) 
Allocated 
o 
34 
Aggregated 
o 
27 
Biowindows established for Volga-Vyatka in LACIE Phases II and III are as 
follows: 
Phase Date 
............ 
II None 
III August 21 - November 24, 1976 
April 19 _ September 7, 1977 
3.3.2.S.5 Climate (Refs. 19. 20) 
Volga-Vyatka is climatically similar to North Dakota. The annual precipita-
tion ranges from Sl to 61 centimeters (20 to 24 inches). with 46 percent 
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occurring from May to September. Snowfall, which lasts for 160 to 240 days, 
accumulates at depths of 53 to 58 centimeters (21 to 23 inches). 
3.3.2.5.6 Agron~ (Ref. 20) 
The major crops grown in Volga-Vyatka are potatoes, grains (rye, oats, wheat, 
and barley). hay. pulses. corn. and sugar beets. Most of the agriculture is 
in irregularly shaped fields interspered in coniferous forest. Some larger 
scale farming occurs to the south of the Volga River where the forests do not 
interfere. 
Both winter and spring grains are grown in this area. The dominant grain crop 
is winter rye; spring barley. spring oats. and s~r1ng wheat follow in impor-
tance. Table 1-3 provides the sown area (in hectares) for the major crop 
types planted in Volga-Vyatka in 1977. 
As shown in tdble 3-3, approximately 4.0 percent of the total barley area sown 
in the U.S.S.R. during the 1977 harvest year was in Volga-Vyatka. 
3.3.2.5.7 Preliminary Imagery Review 
Key acquisitions for the potential separation of barley and spring wheat were 
not found. The growth :ycle of these crops is compressed between May planting 
and late August harvesting. The crop calendars do not show a significant dif-
ference in the growth stages of barley and spring wheat; spring oats are shown 
to be develoning slightly behind spring barley and spring wheat. 
The lack of key fall acquisitions may contribute to the confusion between 
winter grains and spring grains. Insufficient imagery data exist for retro-
spective indicator reg10n experiments in Volga-Vyatka. 
3.3.2.5.8 Regional Su~ry 
The available crop calendars are not considered adequate for an indicator 
experiment in the Vol~a-Vyatka Region. and insufficient imagery data exist for 
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retrospective analysis. Volga-Vyatka, therefore, is not considered as a 
potential indicator region for barley and spring wheat separation. 
3.3.3 BARLEY AND WINTER WHEAT 
3.3.3.1 North Caucasus (RSFSR), LACIE Region 7 
Rostov Oblast; Checheno. Dlgestan. Kabardino. and Severo ASSR's; and Krasnodar 
and Stavropol Krays are included in the North Caucasus Region. 
3.3.3.1.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are available for the North Caucasus Region. 
a. CIA (ref. 1): production, area. and yield for the major crops and barley 
in the North Caucasus economic region for 1958-69 (Oblast-level crop sta-
tistics are not available.) 
b. Vestnik Statistiki (ref. 2): sown area only for the major crops in the 
North Caucasus economic region for 1974-78 
3.3.3.1.2 Crop Calendars (Ref. 13) 
CIA grain crop calendars for Rosto~ Oblast and Stavropol Kray have been 
acqYired. Table 1-6 lists the crops included on these crop calendars. 
3.3.3.1.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for the North Caucasus 
Region in LACIE Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
II 
III 
Allocated 
103 
153 
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Aggregated 
81 
87 
3.3.3.1.4 8iowindows (Ref. 18) 
81ow1ndows established for the North Caucasus in LACIE Phases II and III are 
as follows: 
Phase ]!1! 
II October 2 - November 21, 1975 
May 3 - June 1, 1976 
II I August 17, 1976 - August 19, 1977 
3.3.3.1.5 Climate (Refs. 19, 20) 
The North Callcasus Region is c1im"tically similar to Nebraska. The annual 
precipitation ranges from 48 to 53 centimeters (19 to 21 inches), with 
slightly less precipitation occurring in the summer than during the winter. 
Snow cover is usually thin. The possibility of a drought occurs during the 
suntner months. 
3.3.3.1.6 Agron~ (Ref. 20) 
The major crops grown in the North caucasus are winter wheat, barley. and sun-
flowers, along with forage crops. Table 1-3 provides the sown area (in hec-
tares) for the major crop types planted in this region in 1977. 8a~ed on the 
proportions of sown area for barley and spring wheat. the confusion between 
these two crops ~hou1d be insignificant. 
Approximately 6.6 percent of the total barley area sown in the U.S.S.R. during 
the 1977 harvest year was in the North Caucasus Region (see table 3-3). 
3.3.3.1.7 Preliminary Imagery Review 
During the preliminary review of the North Caucasus segmp,nt imagery. the 
field patterns were found to be large and distinct. Generally, the acquisi-
tion histories proved to t~ adequate to support a potential indicator region 
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experiment. Key acquisition periods for winter grain and spring grain 
separation are as follows: 
Period Crop stase/condition 
September/October Winter grain planting 
April Sowing of spring grains; winter grains 
out of donnancy 
Early June Spring grains in the joint'log stage; 
winter grains headed 
Late June Winter grains ripe 
July Spring grains ripe 
The potential for barley separation is high because of the small amount of 
spring wheat that is reported for the North Caucasus. 
3.3.3.1.8 Regional Summary 
Crop statistics for sown area only are available at the regional level. CIA 
cro~ calendars for Rostov Oblast and Stavropol Kray and segment acquisition 
histories are generally adequate for winter wheat and spring barley separa-
tion. Therefore. the North Caucasus Region is selected tentatively as a 
potential barley and winter wheat indicator region. using Rostov Oblast and 
Stavropo 1 Kray. 
3.3.3.2 Ukraine SSR, LACIE Regions 3, 4, and 5 
Three economic regions within the Ukraine SSR were considered for evaluation: 
reglon 3. Southwest; region 4. Donets-Dnepr; and region 5. South. Donets-
Dnepr was chosen as being representative of the Ukraine SSR since it is the 
only region for which an oblast-level crop calendar is available. 
Oblasts within Donets-Dnepr include Donetsk. Dnepropetrovsk. Khar'kov, 
Kirovograd. Poltava, S~. Voroshilovgrad. and Zaporozh. 
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3.3.3.2.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are available for the Ukraine SSR. 
a. CIA (ref. 1): production, area, and yield for the major crops and barley 
in Donets-Dnepr for 1958-75 
b. Vestnik Statistiki (ref. 2): sown area only for the major crops in the 
Donets-Dnepr economic region for 1974-78 
c. National Economic Statistical Yearbook for the Ukraine (1976 and 1977 
editions; refs. 8, 11): production, area, and yield for the major crops 
at the Ukraine SSR level for 1965. 1970, and 1975-77 (Statistics for the 
Donets-Dnepr economic region are not provided.) 
The data sources listed above were cross-checked to determine agreement on 
common datA points. Barley area statistics at the Ukraine SSR level for the 
1975 harvest year were examined. All three sources were found to agree. 
Data source Barley type Area, thousands of hectares 
CIA Spring 3565.7 
Vestnik Stat1stiki All 3993 
Ukraine yearbooks Spring 3566 
All 3994 
In this instance, it appears that the three sources are reporting spring-
standing values. (See section 1.3.1;, Methods of Reporting. and section 1.3.3. 
Reliability of Crop Statistics.) 
3.3.3.2.2 Crop Calendars (Ref. 13) 
CIA grain crop calendars are available for nine agrophysical regions and one 
oblest: 
a. Southern Steppe 
b. Central Forest Steppe 
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c. Eastern Forest Steppe 
d. Northem Steppe 
e. WIstern Forest Steppe 
f. Eastem Forest Zone 
g. Carpathian Zone 
h. Central Forest Zone 
1. Western Forest Zone 
j. K1rovograd Oblast 
Table 1-6 lists the crops included on these crop calendars. 
3.3.3.2.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for Donets-Dnepr in 
LACIE Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
II 
III 
3.3.3.2.4 Biowi~dows (Ref. 18) 
Allocated 
65 
130 
Aggregated 
42 
70 
Biowindows estab115hed for Donets-Dnepr in LACIE Phases II and III are as 
folled: 
Phase ~ 
II Septent>er 27 - November 16, 1975 
April 30_ August 3, 1976 
III August 12 _ Noved)er 15, 1976 
May 1 - August 4, 1977 
3.3.3.2.5 Climate (Ref. 19) 
The Ukraine is climatically similar to Montana, western Nebraska, and South 
Dakota. 
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3.3.3.2.6 Agronom, (Ref. 20) 
The major crops grown in the Oonets-Onepr economic region of the Ukraine are 
winter wheat. barley, r~e, oats, corn, sunflowers. and s~gar beets. Table 1-3 
provides the sown area (in hect,res) for the major crop types planted in the 
Donets-Dnepr economic region in 1977. Based on tne sown area proportions ::~ 
barley and spring wheat~ the confusion between these two crops should be 
ins1gnificant. 
Approximately 4.7 percent of the total barley area sown in the U.S.S.R. during 
the 1977 harvest year was in Oonets-Onepr (see table 3-3) • 
3.3.3.2.7 Preliminary Imagery Review 
In the preliminary review of the Donets-Dnepr segment imagery, the field pat-
terns were noted to be large and distinct. The segment imagery was,correlated 
with the C1A crop calendars, and the following key acquisiti~n periods for 
separation of winter grains and spring grains were determined. 
Period 
September 
April 
May 
June/July 
August 
Crop stage/condition 
Winter grain planting 
Spring grain planting; winter 
grains jointing 
Winter grains heading; spring 
grains jointing 
Winter grains and spring grains 
turning and being harvested 
Other crops b.ing harvested 
Substantial gaps were noted in the segment acquis1ti~n histories for the 
months of June and July which seriously threatens the data usability for 
potential indicator region experiments. 
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3.3.3.2.8 Regional Summary 
The available crop statistics and crop calendars for the Ukraine are the most 
extensive of the potential indicator regions considered for this stuqy. The 
potential for barley separation is high based on the relative proportions of 
barley and spring wheat. 
However, the Ukraine SSR and the Oonets-Onepr economic region are considered 
marginal as a potential barley and winter wheat indicator region for retro-
spective LACIE Phase lIar Phase III analysis because of poor acq~isition 
histories during the key crop separation periods. 
3.3.3.3 Moldavia SSR, LACIE Region 6 
3.3.3.3.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are available for Moldavia SSR. 
a. CIA (ref. 1): production, area, and yield for ~~e major crops and barley 
for 1958-74 
b. Vestnik Statistiki (ref. 2): sown area only for the major crops for 
1974-78 
3.3.3.3.2 Crop Calendars (Ref. 13) 
CIA grain crop calendars for Moldavia SSR are not available. The CIA grain 
crop calendar for the southwest Ukraine could be extrapolated to Moldavia. 
3.3.3.3.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for Moldavia SSR in 
LACIE Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
II 
III 
Allocated 
8 
16 
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Aggregated 
7 
14 
"" 
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3.3.3.3.4 Biowindows (Ref. 18) 
Biowindows established for Moldavia SSR in LACIE Phases II and III are as 
follows: 
Phase Date 
I I October 3 - November 22, 1975 
April 16 - August 1, 1976 
II I August 18, 1976 - August 2, 1977 
3.3.3.3.5 Climate (Ref. 19) 
Moldovia SSR is climatically similar to Nebraska and South Dakota. 
3.3.3.3.6 Agron~ (Ref. 20) 
Moldavia SSR is in a highly productive agricultural area. The major crops are 
winter wheat, corn, and sunflowers; secondary crops are barley, oats, rye, and 
flax. Table 1-3 provides the sown area (in hectares) for the major crop types 
planted in Moldavia SSR in 1977. Based on the sown-area proportions of barley 
and other spring grains, the confusion between barley and other crops should 
be insignificant. The agricultural practices in this republic are modern and 
highly mechanized, and collective farming is utilized. Harvest year 1976 has 
been reported to be an exceptionally good year for barley production in this 
republic. 
During the 1976 and 1977 harvest years, approximately 0.2 percent and 
0.3 percent, respectively, of the total barley area sown in the U.S.S.R. 
was in Moldavia SSR (see tables 3-2 and 3-3). 
3.3.3.3.7 Preliminary Imagery Review 
• 
D~ring a preliminary review of the Moldavia 1976 and 1977 segment imagery, 
gaps in Ute acquisition histories were noted. The majority of the LACIE 
Phase III segments have skips in the acquisition histories from mid-July to 
early September; therefore, acquisitions depicting most of the barley and 
spring grain harvest are not available. 
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From two to five Phase 11 segments were found to have sufficient acquisition 
histories Tor use in indicator region experiments. Six to ten Phase III seg-
ments were similarO,y noted for potential indicator analysis based on suitable 
acquisition histories. 
Key acquisition periods for Moldavia SSR data are as follows: 
Period 
Fall 
March 
August/September 
Crop stage/condition 
Winter grain planting 
Barley planting 
Barley harvest 
Other summer crops appear to be ~eparable from barley using signature 
responses and crop calendars. 
3.3.3.3.8 Regional Summary 
Moldavia's relatively small geographic area (3 366 937 hectares) would be a 
strong advantage when conSidering potential indicator regions. EXisting SSR-
level crop statistics could be applied directly to an indicator region experi-
ment without the requirement for oblast-level crop statistical data. Although 
no CIA grain crop calendar for Moldavia SSR exists, the adjoining UKraine crop 
calendars may be adequate. 
A disadvantage of a retrospective indicator region experiment on Moldavia data 
is the small number of segments available that have potentially adequate 
acquisit~on histories for spring barley and spring grain separation based on 
signature responses. However, the crops confused with barley should be 
insignificant because of their relative proportions, as published in t~e 
Soviet area statistics (ref. 2). 
Moldavia SSR was exc1uded as the primary barley and winter wheat indicator 
region because of the small number of allocated segments and the marginal 
acquisition histories, but thi~ republic could be considered as an alternate 
choice. 
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3.3.3.4 Central Chernozem. LACIE Region 8 
The Central Chernozem Region includes the Western and Eastern Black Soil 
regions. Oblasts within this region include Be'lgorod, Kursk, L1petsk, Tambov. 
and Voronezh. 
3.3.3.4.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are available for the Central Chernozem Region. 
a. CIA (ref. 1): production, area, and yield for the major crops and barley 
for 1958-69 
b. Vestnik Statistiki (ref. l): sown area only for the major crops for 
1974-78 
3.3.3.4.2 Crop Calendars (Ref. 13) 
A CIA grain crop calendar for Kursk Oblast has been acquired. The crop types 
included on this crop calendar are listed in table 1-6. 
3.3.3.4.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for the Central 
Chernozem Region in LACIE Phases II and III are as fol'lows: 
Phase 
II 
III 
Allocated 
8 
101 
Aggregated 
2 
17 
3.3.3.4.4 Biowindows (Ref. 18) 
Biowindows established for the Central Chernozem Region in LACI~ Phases II and 
III are as follows: 
Phase 
II 
III 
Date 
-
September 26 - November 15, 1975 
May 13 - August 20. 1976 
August 11 - November 14. 1976 
May 14 - August 21. 1977 
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3.3.3.4.5 Climate (Refs. 19. 20) 
The Central Chernozem Region is climatically similar to Montana. North Dakota. 
and South Dakota. (NASA and the Soviet Acad~ of Sciences selected Hand 
County. South Dakota. as an analogous region for the Kursk Ob1ast intensive 
test site.) The annual precipitation ranges between 46 and 56 centimeters 
(18 and 22 inches). The winters are severe with a potential for heavy 
winterki11. 
3.3.3.4.6 Agron~ (Ref. 20) 
The Central Chernozem Region is in a heavy agricultural area with rich black 
soils. The major crops are winter wheat and harley; secondary crops include 
rye. oats. millet. buckwheat. sunflowers. and sugar beets. Table 1-3 provides 
the sown area (in hectares) for the major crop types planted in the Central 
Chernozem Region in 1977. 
Dairy and beef cattle are important. Very little of the area is given to 
forest. 
Approximately 9.1 percent of the total barley area SOWf. in the U.S.S.R. during 
the 1977 harvest year was in the Central Chernozem Region (see table 3-3). 
3.3.3.4.7 Preliminary Imagery Review 
A preliminary review of the Central Chernozem 1976 and 1977 imagery was con-
dl'~ted. The Kursk crop calendar was correlated with the imagery. and the fol-
lowing key acquisition periods for labeling small grains were determined. 
Period 
September 
April 
May 
Crop stage/condition 
Winter grain planting 
Spring wheat planting 
Spring barley planting; 
winter wheat jointing 
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Period 
June 
July 
Crop stage/condition 
Spring grains jOinting, 
winter gra1ns headed 
Spr1ng wheat ~nd winter wheat 
in soft dough, stagei barley 
headed to jointing 
Serious problems can be anticipated in separating barley from spring grains 
using the retrospective LACIE Phase II and III data because of poor acquisi-
tion histories. Many of the Phase II and III segments are missing most or all 
acquisitions in June, July, and August, which are key periods for the separa-
tion of small grains. During Phase III, only 17 percent of the allocated 
segments had sufficient acquisition data for classification. 
Central Chernozem segment packets in the custody of the USDA (Agena Building) 
contain 1978 imagery with, on cursory inspection, good acquisition histories. 
3.3.3.4.8 Ground Truth 
The only U.S.S.R. ground-truth segment (9499) is located in Kursk Oblast. The 
ground truth is for the 1975-76 harvest year (LACIE Phase II). Several barley 
fields are labeled for this site. Two segments in Hand County, South Dakota, 
had been selected previously as analogous to the Kursk intensive test site. 
3.3.3.4.9 Regional Summary 
The intensive test site segment and the available crop calendar for ~ursk 
Oblast would make the Central Chernozem Region a good candidate as a potential 
indicator region. Labeling barley in a retrospective analysis would be dif-
ficult, however, because of the poor acquisition histories for the LACIE 
Phase II and III segments in this region. 
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3.3.3.5 Central Asia: Uzbek SSR, LACIE Region 16 
And1zhan. Bukhara. Dzh1zak, Fergana, Kashkadar'ya. Khorezm, Namangan. 
Samarkand. Surkhandar'ya. Syrdar'ya, and Tashkent Oblasts are included in the 
Uzbek SSR. 
3.3.3.5.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are available for Uzbek SSR. 
a. CIA (ref. 1): production. area. and yield for the major crops and barley 
for 1971-74 
b. Vestnik Stat1st1k1 (ref. 2): sown area only for the major crops for 
1974-78 
c. National Economic Statistical Yearbook for Uzbek SSR (1977 rdition. 
ref. 10): total planted area for the major crops at the Uzbek SSR level 
for 1940, 1965, 1970, and 1975-77 
3.3.3.5.2 Crop Calendars (Ref. 13) 
A CIA grain crop calendar for Uzbek SSR is not available. During LACIE, CIA 
crop calendars for other regions were used to extrapolate segment-level crop 
calendars for this republic. Barley i~ not shown on these crop calendars, and 
their reliability is unknown. 
3.3.3.5.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for Uzbek SSR in LACIE 
Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
II 
III 
Allocated 
1 
13 
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Aggregated 
1 
5 
3.3.3.5.4 B1owindows (Ref. 18) 
Biowindows established for Uzbek SSR in LACIE Phases II and III are as 
follows: 
Phase Date 
II November 10.1975 -June 24.1976 
III October 16, 1976-July 17.1977 
3.3.3.5.5 Climate {Refs. 19. 20} 
Uzbek SSR is climatically similar to New Mexico. The annual precipitation is 
only 15 centimeters (6 inches), with 53 percent occurring during the growing 
season. Little snow falls in the winter. Streams, which provide the water 
needed for irrigation, are fed by melting glaciers. Uzbek SSR suffers from 
violent dust storms, shifting sand dunes, flash floods, and landslides in 
mountainous areas. Occasional droughts and "sukhovey" occur. 
A decrease in spring barley area in 1977 from that of 1976 and previous years 
may be correlated to the drought during the summer of 1977 in the New Lands 
(Kazakh SSR). 
3.3.3.5.6 Agronomy (Ref. 20) 
Cotton is the most dominant crop in Uzbek SSR, although considerable amounts 
of irrigated wheat, barley, and spring oats are grown. Rice also is grown in 
Tashkent Oblast. Table 1-3 provides the sown area (in hectares) for the major 
crop types planted in this republic in 1977. 
As shown in table 3-3, approximately 1.1 percent of the total barley area sown 
in the U.S.S.R. during the 1977 harvest year was i~ Uz~ek SSR. 
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3.3.3.5.7 Pr~liminary Imagery Review 
A prelim1nary review of the Uzbek SSR imagery was conducted. Correlation of 
the imagery with the segment-level crop calendars prov1ded the follow1ng key 
acquisition per1ods: 
Per10d 
Fall 
April 
May/June 
Late June 
August 
Cro~ stage/condition 
Winter grain planting 
Spring grain planting. winter grains 
jointing 
Spring grains developing behind 
winter grains 
Winter grain harvest 
Spring grain harvest 
In some areas in order to take advantage of the spring rains, winter grains 
are sown during February and March and then are harvested in May. 
Acquisitions covering the harvest of spring grains during August are not 
availabl~ because of the early biowindow closing date. The fields were noted 
to be large and distinct in appearance. Acquisitions for two LACIE Phase III 
segments appear adequate to attempt a spring grain analysis. 
3.3.3.5.8 Regional Su~ry 
Uzbek SSR would make an unlikely candidate as a potential indicator region. 
The region is not climatically similar to the U.S. Great Plains areas worked 
during the LACIE phases. Crop calendars are inadequate, ob1ast-1evel crop 
statistics are not available, and only a few sample segments are available for 
a 1976-77 retrospective analysis. 
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3.3.3.6 Transcaucasus Region: Azerbaijan SSR, LACIE Region 15 
3.3.3.6.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are available for Azerbaijan SSR. 
a. CIA (ref. i): production. area. and yield for the major crops and barley 
for 1971-14 
b. Vestn1k Statist1ki (ref. 2): sown area only for the major crops for 
1974-78 
3.3.3.6.2 Crop calendars (Ref. 13) 
A CIA grain crop calendar for Azerbaijan SSR is not available. A gener4l1zed 
crop calendar is provided in the CIA agriculture atlas for the U.S.S.R. 
(ref. 19); however, spring grains are not included. 
3.3.3.6.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for Azerbaijan SSR in 
LACIE Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
II 
III 
3.3.3.6.4 Biowindows (Ref. 18) 
Allocated 
o 
23 
Aggregated 
o 
12 
Biowindows establ;sh~d for Azerbaijan SSR in LACIE Phases II and III are as 
follows: 
Phase Date 
-
I I None 
I I I October 16, 1976 _ July 18, 1977 
3.3.3.6.5 Climate (Ref. 19) 
Azerbaijan SSR is climatically similar to southern california. 
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3.3.3.6.6 Agronomr (Ref. 20) 
Major crops in Azerbaijan SSR include wheat, barley, corn, cotton, vegetables, 
and r1ce. Table 1-3 provides the sown area (in hectares) for the major crop 
types planted in this republic in 1977. 
As shown in table 3-3, approximately 0.5 percent of the total barley area sown 
in the U.S.S.R. during the 1977 harvest year was in Azerbaijan SSR. 
3.3.3.6.7 Preliminary Imagery Review 
A preliminary review of the Azerbaijan SSR imagery was conducted. The 
segment-level acqu1s1~10n histo~ from February through June appears to be 
inadequate for the separation of spring grains. 
3.3.3.6.8 Regional S~ry 
zerbaijan SSR is not acceptable as a potential indicator reg10n because an 
,dequate crop calendar and segment acquisitions for retrospective analysis are 
I ,t available. This region is not climatically equivalent to the U.S. Great 
Plains areas worked during LACIE Phases II and III. 
3.3.3.7 Baltic Region, LACIE Region 1 
The Lithuania. Latvia. 3 and Estonia3 SSR's are included within the Baltic 
Region. 
3.3.3.7.1 Crop Statistics 
The following crop statistics are av,ilable for the Baltic Regi~n. 
a. CIA (ref. 1): production, area, and yield for the major crops and barley 
at the regional and SSR levels for 1958-74 
b. Vestnik Statistiki (ref. 2i~ sown area only for the major crops at the 
SSR level for 1974-78 
3Latvia and Estonia were not considered as potential indicator regions 
because of the small number of LACIE segments allocated to these republics. 
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3.3.3.7.2 Crop calendars :~ef. 13) 
CIA grain crop calendars for Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia SSR's are not 
available. A generalized crop calendar for Lithuania is pro~ided in the CIA 
agriculture atlas for the U.S.S.R. (ref. 19). Because of a lack of detail, 
this calendar is not considered acceptable for use in a potential indicator 
region exploratory experiment. 
3.3.3.7.3 Sample Segments (Refs. 14-17) 
Retrospective sample segments allocated and aggregated for Lithuania SSR in 
LACIE Phases II and III are as follows: 
Phase 
II 
III 
3.3.3.7.4 Biowindows (Ref. 18) 
Allocated 
8 
16 
Aggregated 
4 
6 
Biowin'~s established for Lithuania SSR in LACIE Phases 11 and III are as 
foll ows: 
Phase Date 
I I OctOber 5 - November 24, 1975 
May 3 - August IS, 1976 
I II August 20 - Novetmer 23, 1976 
M&y 4 - August 16. 1977 
3.3.3.7.5 Climate (Ref. 19) 
Lithuania SSR is climatically similar to Minnesota. 
3.3.3.7.6 Agron~ (Ref. 20) 
The major crops in Lithuania SSR are barley. winter wheat, winter rye, and 
potatoes, along with forage crops. Table 1-3 provides the sown area (in hec-
tares) for the major crop types planted in this republic in 1977. Barley far 
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exceeds the spring grains in planted arta, which decreases the potential for 
crop confusion. 
As shown in table 3-3, approximately 1.6 percent of the total barley arta sown 
in the U.S.S.R. during the 1977 harvest year was 1n lithuania SSR. 
3.3.3.7.7 Prelimina~ lmage~ Review 
A prel1mina~ review of the lithuania SSR imagery was coft(tIJcted. The land-
scape is composed of s~ll agrlcultural fields, woods, and meadows. The r,la-
tively small field sizes and adjoining meadows tend to b~end together, mlking 
intprpretaticn of the imagery difficult. Many acquisitions are affected by 
haze and cloud cover, reflecting the damp climate of tilis region. 
One lACIE Phase II segment was noted to have a sufficient acquisition history 
for possible small-grain separation. Five Phase III segments were found that 
exhibit some pote~tial for $mill-grain separation based on available 
acquisitions. 
3.3.3.7.8 Regional Summary 
lithuania SSR is not acceptable as a potential indicator tegion because of the 
lack of adequate crop calendars and the limited segment acquisition histories. 
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4. FINAL INDICATOR REGION SELECTION 
The selection of the final indicator regions and the individual oblasts 
selected w1thin each of the three indicator regions are discussed in the 
following ~uosections. 
4.1 REGIONAL SELECTIONS 
The final indicator region selections are as follows: 
a. For high barley: Belorussia SSR 
b. For barlty and spring wheat: Ural Region 
c. For barley and winter wheat: North Clucasus Region 
Figure 4-1 provides the geographic locations of th. selected regions. The 
major reasons for excluding the other potential indicator regions are 
summarized in table 4-1. 
4.2 OBLAST SELECTION 
Individual oblasts were selected within each of the three indicator regions 
according to segment availability and segment acquisition histories for 
potential barley separation. This was done even tnough no recent oblast.level 
(complete) crop statistics are available at the present time. 
The oblasts selected within Belorussia SSR, the Ural Reg;on, and the North 
Caucasus Region, along with the number of segments allocated tn each oblast, 
are given in table 4-2. The geographic coordinates for each segment wit~in 
the selected oblasts a~ provided in table 4-3. 
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TABLE 4-1.- POTENTIAL INDICATOR REGIONS FOR THE U.S.S.R. 
Region 
Belorussia SSRa 
Central Region (RSFSR) 
/ 
Primary reasons for exclusion 
High barley 
Inadequate crop calendars 
Barley and spring wheat 
Ural Region (RSFSR)a 
Kazakh SSR 
Eest Siberia Region: 
Krasnoyarsk Kray (RSFSR) 
Middle Volga Region (RSFSRJ 
Volga-Vyatka Region (RSfSR) 
Crop statistics n~t available at sub-
~egional levels; inadequate crop calendars 
! Crt,,' -itatistics not available at kray 
levt.1; inadequate crop calendars; barley 
separ~~ion potential difficult to impossible 
!nadequate crop statistics at subregional 
levels; inadequate crop calendars 
Insufficient imagery data; inadequate crop 
calendars 
Barley and winter ~!heat 
North ;:aucasus Regir,n (RSFSR)a 
Ukraine SSR: 
Oonets-Onepr Reg~on 
Moldavia SSR 
Central Chernolem Region (RSFSR) 
I Central As; a Region: 
Uzbek SSR 
Transcaucacus Region: 
Azerbaijan SSR 
Baltic Region: 
Lithuania SSR 
Ir.adequate acquisition histories 
Limited number of segments; marginal 
acquisition history 
Serious gaps in acquisition histories 
Climatically similar to New Mexico; 
limited available segments with gaps in 
acquisition histories; crop calendar 
reliability unknown 
~limatically and agronomically similar to 
southern California; limited number of 
available segments with gaps in acquisi-
tion histories; barley not shown on crop 
calendars 
Inadequate crop calendar (~ar'ey not 
shown); limited number of segments with 
marginal acquisition history; difficult 
area to interpret 
--------------------------~ 
aSelected as a U.S.S.R. indicator region. 
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TABLE 4-2.- FINAL U.S.S.R. INDICATOR REGION SELECTION 
Number of 
Reg;"n Oblasts selected allocated 
segments 
High barley: 
Belorussia SSR Gomel Oblast 8 
Mogilev Oblast 7 
Barley and spring wheat: 
Ural Region (RSFSR) Orenburg Oblast 92 
aarley and winter wheat: 
North Caucasus Region Rostov Oblast 61 (RSFSR) Stravropol Kray 45 
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TABLE 4-3.- SELECTED INDICATOR REGION SEGMENT NUMBERS 
AND GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES 
Geographic coordinates 
R_g1on Ind Obllst 5egNnt R_g1on ZON Strltl8 nUlllbcr North ElSt 
lIt1t .. longitude 
Belorussii SSR: 
Galle 1 (l) list 7043 2 20 201 52-58' 30-01' 
(S stgNnts) 7044 2 20 201 53-10' 29-43' 
1045 2 20 201 52-24' 31-26' 
7088 2 20 201 52-OS' 29-35' 
1089 2 20 201 52-18' 28-23' 
7094 2 20 201 51-45' 29-12' 
1095 2 20 201 52-22' 27-54' 
7096 2 20 201 52-41' 30-43' 
Mogtl ev III last 1020 2 20 204 53-29' 32-11' 
(7 segments) 7024 Z 20 204 53-44' 30-15' 
1114 2 ZO 204 53-13' 28-53' 
~'4Z 2 20 204 53-IS' 32-ZS' 
7117 2 20 204 53-30' 30-4S' 
7118 2 20 204 52-55' 28-27' 
1179 Z 20 204 53-35' 29-15' 
Ural Region (RSFSR): 
Orenburg (l)llSt 7935 12 190 1900 52-IS' I 56-Z3' (9Z segments) 7950 12 190 1900 53-16' 54-51' 
7951 12 190 1900 51-51' 52-57' 
7952 12 190 1900 51-30' 58-46' 
1953 12 190 1900 51-13' 55-04' 
1954 lZ 190 1900 51-46' I 56-1Z' 
1955 12 190 1900 51-09' , 59-55' I 
7956 12 190 1900 50-41' 60-44' 
7957 12 190 1900 Sl-1Z' 55-53' 
7958 1Z 190 1900 50-SS' 56-IS' 
7959 lZ 190 1900 52-06' 51-5Z' 
7960 12 190 1900 50-55' 59-51' 
7961 lZ 190 1900 5Z-56' 54-45' 
7962 lZ 190 1900 50-SO' 54-38' 
7963 12 190 1900 53-13' 53-38' 
1964 lZ 190 1900 51-30' 54-01' 
7965 lZ 190 1900 51-27' 56-37' 
7966 1Z 190 1900 51-22' 54-28' 
7967 12 190 1900 51-08' 60-36' 
7968 12 190 1900 51-55' 54-07' 
7969 12 190 1900 5Z-43' 51-41' 
7971 12 190 1900 53-01' 5Z-5S' 
7972 12 190 1900 53-53' 52-41' 
7973 1Z 190 1900 51-43' 57-SO' 
7974 12 190 1900 52-II' 59-11' 
7975 1Z 190 1900 51-OS' SS-37' 
aw • winter wheati S • spring whelt. 
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TABLE 4-3.- Continued. 
Geographic coordinates 
Region and oblast Se9nent Pegion Zone Stratum Wheat nlJllber North East type 
latitude longitude 
7976 12 190 1900 52°55' 52°03' S 
7977 12 190 1900 51°45' 55°33' S 
7978 12 190 1900 51°15' 53°48' S 
7979 12 190 1900 51 °21' 61°20' S 
7980 12 190 1900 52°10' 53°52' S 
7981 12 190 1900 52°20' 55°34' S 
7982 12 190 1900 52°39' 55000' S 
7983 12 190 1900 51029' 58°16' S 
7984 12 190 1900 51°42' 580 31' S 
7985 12 190 1900 52°43' 52041' S 
7986 12 190 1900 52°22' 53005' S 
7987 12 190 1900 52°01 ' 56010' S 
7988 12 190 1900 51°07' 59°25' S 
7989 12 190 1900 52°24' 59037' S 
7990 12 190 1900 53°40' 53°45' S 
7991 12 190 1900 52°46' 52°21' S 
7992 12 190 1900 51°14' 56°23' S 
7993 12 190 1900 52°16' 59°54' S 
7994 12 190 1900 50°55' 55°20' S 
7995 12 190 1900 50°46' 55°54' S 
7996 12 190 1900 52°23' 55°11 ' S 
7997 12 19C 1900 52°06' 55°31' S 
8180 12 190 1900 51045' 52°19' S 
8331 12 190 1900 51 °51' 51°34' S 
8468 12 190 1900 51°38' 52°49' S 
8712 12 190 1900 51040' 54°59' S 
8713 12 190 1900 51 042' 59°57' S 
8721 12 190 1900 52017' 53°32' S 
8723 12 190 1900 51°03' 57°42' S 
8727 12 190 1900 51°23' 55°26' S 
8735 12 190 1900 51-:0' 59°11' S 
8744 i2 190 1900 I Ijl~Q8' 54°7.3' S 
8749 12 190 1900 51"04' 61°15' S 
8752 12 190 1900 52"26 ' 520 28' S 
8754 12 190 1900 51°Z3' 57°35' S 
8755 lZ 190 1900 52°01' 5Z028' S 
8760 12 190 1900 50°39' 59°46' S 
8761 lZ 190 1900 50°53' 60°59' S 
8762 12 190 1900 51 °27' 59°31' S 
8764 12 190 1900 51°28' 60°20' S 
8766 lZ 190 1900 50°54' 60°30' S 
8767 12 190 1900 51°55' 54053' S 
8768 12 190 1900 52°)5' 54°45' S 
8769 12 190 1900 51°16' 58°06' S 
8770 12 190 1900 50°34' 54°38' S 
8773 12 190 1900 53°03' 54002' S 
8776 12 190 1900 53014' 52034' S 
8778 12 190 1900 52°46' 53°19' S 
8]80 12 190 1900 52°4Z' 54°3Z' S 
8786 1Z 190 1900 51°Z1' 60°51' S 
8791 12 190 1900 53°Z9' 52°26' S 
8793 12 190 1900 51°35' 54°30' S 
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TABLE 4-3.- Continued. 
Geographic coordinates 
Region and Oblast Se9ntnt Region Zone StratUftl Wheat nllllber Ncirth East type 
latitude longitude 
8794 12 190 1900 51°10' 56°50' S 
8796 12 190 1900 52°28' 54°08' S 
8798 lZ 190 1900 5z000' 59°41' S 
8799 12 190 1900 53°27' 53°19' S 
8804 12 190 1900 51°53' 53°43' S 
8807 12 190 1900 52°25' 51°47' S 
8816 12 190 1900 53°48' 53°20' S 
8820 12 190 1900 54°05' 53°01' S 
8821 12 190 1900 51°30' 56°12' S 
8830 12 190 1900 50°49' 59°14' S 
8831 12 190 1900 52°31' 56°08' S 
9435 12 190 1900 54°10' 52°Z7' S 
9436 12 190 1900 53°16' 54°18' S 
9437 12 190 1900 52°39' 53°43' S 
North Caucasus Region (RSFSR) : 
Rostov (J)last 7325 7 100 1001 46°30' 40°18' W 
(61 se~nts) 7368 7 100 1001 47°03' 42°09' W 
7369 7 100 1001 48°26' 40°54' S 
7370 7 100 1001 46°45' 43°02' W 
7371 7 100 1001 46°36' 41°01' W 
1372 7 100 1001 47°42' 39°00' W 
7373 7 100 1001 47°20' 43°45' W 
7374 7 100 1001 47°06' 41°08' W 
7375 7 100 1001 46°43' 41°53' W 
7376 ; 100 1001 47°42' 41 °05' W 
7377 7 100 1001 47°10' 43°19' W 
7378 7 100 1001 47°26' 40°32' W 
7379 7 100 1001 47°50' 40°10' W 
~~80 7 100 1001 48°33' 40°19' W 
7381 7 100 1001 48°03' 41°40' W 
7382 7 100 1001 48°11' 40°37' W 
7383 7 100 1001 47°24' 39°39' W 
7384 7 100 1001 46°52' 39°13' W 
7385 7 100 1001 46°30' 43°20' W 
7386 7 100 1001 46°55' 43°46' W 
7387 7 100 1001 47°43' 39°37' W 
7388 7 100 1001 46°58' 41°43' W 
7389 7 100 1001 48°54' 42°26' W 
7390 7 100 1001 47°54' 42°05' W 
7391 7 100 1001 47°12' 41°34' W 
7392 7 100 1001 47°21' 38°45' W 
7393 7 100 1001 47°01' 40°33' W 
7394 7 100 1001 48°35' 42°17' W 
7395 7 100 1001 46°12' 41°20' ~ 
7396 7 100 1001 48°54' 40°56' W 
7397 7 100 1001 49°34' 41°03' W 
7398 7 100 1001 48°59' 41°50' W 
7855 7 100 1001 49°26' 40°21' W 
7856 7 100 1001 46°40' 39°01' W 
7857 7 100 1001 47°45' 41°32' W 
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TABLE 4-3.- Continued. 
. 
Geographic coordinates 
Region and oblast Segment Region Zone Stratum Wheat number North East type 
latitude longitude 
78~8 7 100 1001 47°24' 42°41' S 
7859 7 100 1001 47°04' 39°25' W 
7860 7 100 1001 47°52' 40°40' W 
7861 7 100 1001 48°38' 39°57' W 
7862 7 100 1001 47°20' 38°15' S 
7863 7 100 1001 47°03' 40°02' W 
7864 7 100 1001 49°04' 40°07' W 
7865 7 100 1001 47°31' 41 °41' W 
7866 7 100 1001 47°15' 42°57' W 
7867 7 100 1001 46°15' 40°43' W 
7868 7 100 1001 48°42' 41°35' W 
7869 7 100 1001 48°09' 40°09' W 
7870 7 100 1001 47°21' 39°14' W 
7871 7 100 1001 49°00' 42°47' W 
7872 7 100 1001 49°21' 41°36' W 
7873 7 100 1001 47°22' 41°08' S 
7874 7 100 1001 49°08' 40°35' W 
7875 7 100 1001 49°18' 41°07' W 
7876 7 100 1001 48°25' 41 °17' W 
7817 7 100 1001 46°53' 40°58' W 
7878 7 100 1001 46°13' 43°31' w 
7879 7 100 1001 47°31' 40°05' W 
7880 7 100 1001 46°41' 40°38' W 
7881 7 100 1001 47°24' 42°14' W 
7882 7 100 1001 46°24' 41°34' W 
7883 7 100 1001 46°47' 42°16' W 
Stavl"'opol Kl"'ay 7340 7 100 1000 45°44' 42°13' W 
(45 segments) 7341 7 100 1000 44'40' 44°14' W 
7342 7 100 1000 45°28' 42°14' w 
7343 7 100 1000 44°48' 42°24' W 
7344 7 100 1000 45°15' 43°57' W 
7345 7 100 1000 43°59' 43°00' W 
7346 7 100 1000 44°14' 42°43' W 
7347 7 100 1000 45°10' 45°05' W 
7348 I 7 100 1000 45°30' 44°05' W 
7349 7 100 1000 44°54' 43°56' W 
7350 7 100 1000 45°34' 43°05' W 
7351 7 100 1000 45°53' 41°47' W 
7352 7 100 1000 45°27' 41°15' W 
7353 7 100 1000 44°37' 41°43' W 
7354 7 100 1000 45°27' 41°40' W 
7355 7 100 1000 43°59' 42°35' W 
7356 7 100 1000 45°07' 41°24' W 
7357 7 100 1000 45°00' 44°22' W 
7359 7 100 1000 45°58' 42°13' W 
7360 7 100 1000 45°15' 43°31' W 
7361 7 100 1000 44°58' 41°42' W 
7362 7 100 1000 44°34' 43°15' W 
7363 7 100 1000 44°33' 42°17' W 
.-
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TABLE 4-3.- Concluded. 
Geographic coordinates 
Region and oblast Segment Region Zone Stratum Wheat nllllber North East type 
latitude longitude 
7791 7 100 1000 44°07' 43°36' W 
7792 7 100 1000 44°15' 43°04' W 
7793 7 100 1000 46°02' 43°10' W 
7794 7 100 1000 44°26' 44°10' W 
7798 7 !I\O 1000 44°13' 44°2" W 
7799 7 100 1000 45°57' 43°32' W 
7804 7 100 ~ooo 44°01' 43°56' W 
7805 7 100 lUoo 44°51' 45°00' W 
7806 7 100 1000 44°56' 43°00' W 
7807 7 100 1000 45°10' 44°40' W 
7808 7 100 1000 45°46' 44°Q5' W 
7809 7 100 1000 45°39' 42°47' 
" 7848 7 100 1000 45°36' 43°32' W 7849 7 100 1000 44°04' 44°47' W 
7850 7 100 1000 44°36' 44°49' W 
7851 7 100 1000 43°58' 45°26' W 
7852 7 100 1000 45°55' 41°12' W 
7853 7 100 1000 44°30' 45°11' W 
7854 7 100 1000 43°47' 45°05' W 
9430 7 100 1000 45°12' 42°06' W 
9431 7 100 1000 44°26' 43°34' W 
9432 7 100 1000 44°43' 43°34' W 
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Ural Region 
Figure 4-1.- Selected U.S.S.R. indicatol' regions. [Individual oblasts selected within the indicator 
regions are: Belorussia SSR (high barley region). Gomel and Mogilev Oblasts; the Ural Region (spring 
wheat and barley region). Orenburg Oblast; and the North Caucasus Rpgion (winter wheat and barley), 
Rostov Oblast and Stavropol Kray.J 
5. AVAILABLE LITERATURE 
An inventory of available documentat10n to support th. FCPF explol'atory and 
pilot experiments in the U.S.S.R. disclosed the follow1n~ applicable 
literature. 
5.1 JSC/EOD LIBRARY 
Copies of all the references listed in section 6 are retained in the JSC/EOD 
Library. The following documents or data items are available in the JSC 
Building 17 Data Library or from the authors. 
1. Agricultural Situation (Supplement 1 to WAS-21). USDA Economics, 
Statistics, and Cooperatives Service, A~ril ~980. 
2. Agrometeorological Conditions of Wintering of the Winter Rye in the 
Territory of the Udmurt ASSR. Meteorology and ~drology, no. 1, 1974. 
3. Atlas of Northern Kazakh SSR. In Russian; separate contents translated 
in English. 
4. Cotton Production in Soviet Union. FAS M-254 (Data Library contr'ol 
number 12-00340), USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, 1973. 
5. Crop Calendar, Soil Moisture, and Climatic Data for Various Oblasts of 
the Soviet Union. CIA unclassified data. 
6. Crop calendars shOWing the percentage of area in development stage by 
specified date. 
7. Estimating Wintering Conditions for Winter Crops in the Southeast 
European USSR. NASA technical translation TT F-17, 21S, September 1976. 
S. Facts About the Russian Grain Sale. Document 11-000S3, USDA, 1972. 
9. Livestock Feed Balances for the USSR. ERS-Foreign 355 (Data Library 
control number 12-00226), USDA Economic Research Service, 1975. 
10. Newspaper and magazine clippings on U.S.S.R. agriculture for 1974-S0. 
11. Spring and Winter Wheat Varieties. JPRS 60420 (Data Library control 
number T74-14733), Department of Commerce, Joint Publications Research 
Service, 1966. 
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12. U.S.S.R. agr1cultural data for segments 7000-9477. 1976. 
13. USSR Agriculture Data (Crop Data for USSR by Region: 1958-1974). 
NASA/JSC computer printout, 1974. 
14. U.S.S.R. Anc1llary Summaries (Segments 7081-9499). NASA/JSC 
(approx1mately 29 volumes). 
IS. U.S.S.R. canceled Segments. File folder containing two lncillary 
summaries for segments 7068 and 7069 (canceled January IS, 1976). 
16. U.S.S.R. Crop Calendar Stat1ons. National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration. June 1976. 
17. U.S.S.R. crop production. area, and yield harvested statistics (1958-74). 
18. USSR Grain Statistics: National and Regional, 1955-75. Statistical 
Bulletin 564, USDA Economic Research Service. January 1977. 
19. U.S.S.R. Universal Strata Descriptors. NASA/JSC (four volumes covering 
segments 6920-6999). 
20. U.S.S.R. Winter and Spring Wheat Area by Union Republic {1973-74}. 
21. Winter and Spring Wheat Yield Statistics for the U.S.S.R. USDA control 
number 00017. 1975. 
5.2 NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY 
The AGRICOLA data base at the USDA National Agricultural Library in 
Beltsville. Maryland, contains 925 references (in Russian) pertaining to 
Soviet cro~ statistics and small-grain cultures. A 1isl:ing of these 
references is available. 
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